
Living Planet
Fact Sheet

Interactive

Fixed Element:
D_ icon 
above is 
replaced with 
formula D_
logo on cover
page only

Category

Header
38.5 Bitter

Underscore
branding 
element
bleeds o� 
left

Layout:
Note the use of horizontal 
and vertical thirds and adherence
to columns, for instance shark
is focal point on lower 
right-hand quadrant 

Image use:
We use imagery relevant to exhibit, in this case a 
Midjourney generated shark image. This could also
be more abstract (see 3d Map Fact Sheet for
example using Midjourney relief map texture).

Image treatment:
On covers we use a line pattern setting on halftone 
mode combined with overlay of our sense elements.
Other treatments throughout include “deep etched” 
objects to complement use of white space, or overlays.



 To immerse visitors in the fascinating aspects of the 
natural environment of our planet as well as educate them 
on how they can positively affect it, formula D_ interactive 
created the Living Planet interactive table and 
screen application.
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Attract and engage
visitors on our
multi-touch tables_

Image treatment: Where possible we use deep 
etching to complement use of white space. This feeds 
into photography guidelines in CI guide and brie�ng 
photographers - photos of exhibits set against a white 
backgdrop allow �exibility on clean layouts. 

Image treatment: See also ‘3d Map’ Fact Sheet for a 
variation on this, where the exhibit is deep etched and 
overlaps a grey panel. Some exhibitis cannot be deep 
etched. In which case it is permissable to place the 
image within a picture box.

Baseline
Grid:
15pt

Leading
on

Bodycopy

Header

Primary Columns x 6

Fixed Element:
D_ icon 
Used on most 
layouts

Secondary Columns - optional, designer discretion
(Mostly allows for some �exibility with paragraphs) 

Layout Guidelines
Fact Sheets

Third

Third - Vertical Third - Vertical 
Footer Area Free of content, except 
“Fixed Element”, the runner (page number)

Fixed Element:
Web address 
and page number.  
Used on most 
layouts

Bodycopy:
Source Sans 
Pro Light. 
Max width 2  
columns, sitting 
on the baseline 
grid. Size Min 
10 pt (unless 
inset copy or 
descriptors). 
15 pt leading.    

5.7mm, tab on 
�rst paragraph.

Note usage
of green 
underscore. 
We create 
contrast by 
bolding key 
words 
(optional), 
usually at the 
start of the 
paragraph, 
for emphasis, 
or on titles 
within copy. 

Headlines: On 
content pages 
we use either 24 
pt. for longer 
headlines, or 28 
pt for shorter. 
Bitter Font.  
Note green 
underscore



 To provide an interactive experience that educates visitors on both natural 
and man-made phenomena that affects our planet, as well as how we can live 
more harmoniously on it, our museum exhibition design team created the 
Living Planet interactive table and screen application. 

The Living Planet application gives visitors a 3D interactive Earth with touch 
points all over the globe. Visitors can rotate the digital globe and select touch 
points that catch their attention, opening up information on topics ranging from 
El Nino to Urbanisation. The application also includes animations depicting 
the earth’s carbon cycle as well as an internal view of the planet showing the 
layers from outer crust to inner core. A time-lapse sequence display on how the 
continents have formed, changed and shifted over the millennia. 

Application Information: 
• Size 150mb    • Category Educational 
• Compatibility Windows 10 OS  • Languages English 
• Recommended Age 7+ 

We provide warranty and maintenance options to all our
clients and partners. Enquire now to find out more.
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Excite and engage
users with a Living Planet 
- Learning Application_

Attract and engage
visitors on our
multi-touch tables_

Image treatment: Where possible we use deep 
etching to complement use of white space. This feeds 
into photography guidelines in CI guide and brie�ng 
photographers - photos of exhibits set against a white 
backgdrop allow �exibility on clean layouts. 

Image treatment: See also ‘3d Map’ Fact Sheet for a 
variation on this, where the exhibit is deep etched and 
overlaps a grey panel. Some exhibitis cannot be deep 
etched. In which case it is permissable to place the 
image within a picture box.

Baseline
Grid:
15pt

Leading
on

Bodycopy

Header

Primary Columns x 6

Fixed Element:
D_ icon 
Used on most 
layouts

Secondary Columns - optional, designer discretion
(Mostly allows for some �exibility with paragraphs) 

Layout Guidelines
Fact Sheets

Third

Third - Vertical Third - Vertical 
Footer Area Free of content, except 
“Fixed Element”, the runner (page number)

Fixed Element:
Web address 
and page number.  
Used on most 
layouts

Bodycopy:
Source Sans 
Pro Light. 
Max width 2  
columns, sitting 
on the baseline 
grid. Size Min 
10 pt (unless 
inset copy or 
descriptors). 
15 pt leading.    

5.7mm, tab on 
�rst paragraph.

Note usage
of green 
underscore. 
We create 
contrast by 
bolding key 
words 
(optional), 
usually at the 
start of the 
paragraph, 
for emphasis, 
or on titles 
within copy. 

Headlines: On 
content pages 
we use either 24 
pt. for longer 
headlines, or 28 
pt for shorter. 
Bitter Font.  
Note green 
underscore



The Multitouch Table
 The biggest platform is a turnkey-solution sophisticated Reactivision pattern 
recognition technology and comprising of a 55” High Definitiontouch and object 
recognition screen enclosed in a beautifully designed sheet metal and aluminium 
housing. The durable display is designed for high traffic areas.
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���� 55” HD Touchscreen
��� Aluminium Housing

772mm

850mm

Illustration: We employ a technical diagram style 
which feeds into infographics or spot illustrations. 
We keep line widths (0,7pt and 0,4 pt, round caps) 
consistent when scaling. On fact sheets we use one 
main isometric view, and a smaller side view.

The use of the brand green is subtle, linking the 
numbers on the illustration to the numbers on the key. 
Halftone pattern should remain consistent across 
di�erent size illustrations and across Fact Sheets.

Layout:
Note the image panels bleeding o� far right hand side  
of layout. This anchors the layout down and makes
for a slightly more interesting layout. Illustrated
elements can also convey the “deep etched” 
technique used on photos, by overalpping panels 

Colour Usage:
10% grey can be used on these panels. 
We use the blue colour in moderation across 
collaterals. In the fact sheets it is reserved for these Key 
panels, divider pages and back page.



formula D_‘s Red Dot Award
is another proof that we not only match
international standards, we often
exceed them.

Prof. Peter Zec
Founder of Red Dot

Layout:
This blue is reserved for these divider pages. 
We create interest with an overlaid image in 
the background. As with all other layouts, 
we apply thirds. The quotation is always range
left, ragged right.

Secondary branding element:
Note the use of the arrow, pointing towards the quotation. 
We do not use exclamation marks in quotations, but the 
pointer device instead. We use this pointer device 
consistently across other collaterals as a way of leading
the eye to a focal point on the layout, or image. 

Primary Branding Note:
formula D_ always written with lowercase f, 
capital D and green underscore.



Exhibit Experience Details
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Module content for Living Planet can be customised and created to meet the 
required learning outcomes for your needs as well as meet the target audience at 
their competency level.
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Layout:
Careful attention to baseline grid, and consistency. 
This is an example of the secondary grid usage, for 
aligning copy and panels neatly. 

Secondary branding element:
The cross acts as a bullet point, with the green line
pointing towards the text. 

Illustration: 
Depending on content, there may be space for a more 
conceptual illustration on this page to use space. 
See 3d map Fact Sheet for an example of this. 
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Standard Specifications
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Layout:
Careful attention to baseline grid, and consistency. 
This is an example of the secondary grid usage, for 
aligning copy and panels neatly. 

Secondary branding element:
The cross acts as a bullet point, with the green line
pointing towards the text. 

Illustration: 
Depending on content, there may be space for a more 
conceptual illustration on this page to use space. 
See 3d map Fact Sheet for an example of this. 
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Layout:
This is the only instance of a page that breaks 
the header and footer grid, using a uniform border 
instead. Along with the quotation divider page, 
these full image pages divide the Fact Sheet 
highlight the product, and create more visual interest.



Contact 
Unit 407, Woodstock Exchange, 
66 Albert Road, Woodstock, 
Cape Town, 7975

Phone: +27 (0) 21 461 7381
E-mail: info@formula-d.com

www.formula-d.com

Layout:
This blue is reserved for the back page. 
As with all other layouts, we apply thirds.

Secondary branding element:
The pattern in the background. 
Pointer arrow as per quatation page. 
Hyperlinking social icons and web address.


